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VacuCobra - High Speed Handling
The VacuCobra is ergonomically designed and optimal for 
high speed lifting. It is a versatile lifting aid in high frequency 
distribution centers where fast and ergonomic lifting is neces-
sary. Intense and ergonomic lifting is a possibility with the Va-
cuCobra. The one handed and easy to use operation allows 
the operator to maintain a high lifting frequency without any 
strain. It is ideal for end of line packing load, roll cage loading 
and cargo. Stainless steel alternative available for cleanroom 
demands. 

VacuCobra is specifically designed to quickly lift boxes of dif-
ferent size and shape weighing up to 50 kg. Higher precision 
is achieved by adding a swivel function integrated in both the 
top and bottom of the tube lifter. 360 degree rotation of the 
suction cup makes it easy to position goods without straining 
shoulders and back. Both the swivel and an angle adapter 
ensures full freedom of motion when gripping the load. 

The quick-release control immediately releases the grip on the 
load when pressed, making sure no time is wasted when relea-
sing the load.The suction cup will secure the goods safely from 
the side as well as from the top. 

VacuCobra Light is equipped with a direct attachment plate. 
The plate is easy to combine with the full range of suction feet 
and accessories available for our VacuEasylift collection. This 
standard model is without bottom swivel and angle adapter 
but has the same quick, one-handed operation. It is ideal for 
lifting in distribution centers and logistic areas with warehouse 
system.

VacuCobra is most effectively used in a light-weight crane sys-
tem in aluminum but can also be installed in a jib arm. A chain 
is sometimes used to lower the complete vacuum lifter to a 
suitable operating level.

Ergonomic Handle

Maneuver handle

Release handle

The fingertip control can be 
adjusted from the right to the 
left side of the handle in se-
conds to suit right and left han-
ded operators.
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VacuCobra is available in many different versions up to 50 kg. Our VacuCobra Light is a basic version where some of the 
features from the standard model are replaced with an attachment plate and can be combine with a suction cup from the wide 
VacuEasylift range of accessories.

With an integrated angle adapter it is possible to lift from the top, the side and rotate without operator adjustments. 

Lift tube 

Air filter

Air tube

Suction foot

Suctionhead

Vacuum pump

Top swivel 

VacuCobra - Various Designs

VacuCobra Parking Hook

Suspend your VacuCobra in our own 
range of Lyftman Jib Cranes and 
Crane Systems in aluminum. The lift 
arm or bridge crane suspends the 
lift tube and is available in different 
lengths and capacities.

With a skirt around the 
standard VacuCobra 
suction cup most types 
of sacks are easily lifted.

Stainless  steel
VC50ASS
VC80ASS
VC100ASS
VC120ASS
VC140ASS

Adapter  
VC50A
VC80A
VC100A
VC120A 
VC140A 

Light  
VC50L
VC80L
VC100L 
VC120L 
VC140L 

Light,  stainless  steel
VC50LSS
VC80LSS
VC100LSS
VC120LSS
VC140LSS

VacuCobra with 
hook for baggage 
handling.
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TAWI AB
POBox  10205, 434 23 Kungsbacka
T:+ 300 185 00 F:+ 300 189 90
Email:info@tawi.com
www.TAWI.com 

Authorized Distributor for Middle East
ALE International LLC, 911-B, Baniyas Complex
POBox – 17251, Dubai, UAE
T:+971-4-2279283  F:+971-4-2279285
Email: contact@atcoworld.com 

BARNSLEY UNIVERSIAL INC, 
RA8, Warehouse GB-3 & HB-5 Jebal Ali Free Trade Zone, 
Dubai, UAE T:+971-4-883 3306  F:+971-4-883 3308 
Email: barnsley@eim.ae

www.atcoworld.com


